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Cloud Computing is an emerging technology that provides shared processing resources and data to computers and other devices on demand. On the other hand, Mobile Computing allows transmission of data, voice and video. From these two there emerges a new concept Mobile Cloud Computing which not only overcomes the problems of Mobile Computing but also integrates Cloud Computing into Mobile Environments to overcome obstacles related to Performance, Security and Environment. This paper also provides a decent description on Security and Privacy, its related problems, threats and challenges. This paper first provides details on survey of Mobile Cloud Computing, then it talks about Architecture, Application, Security and Privacy in Mobile Cloud Computing, Intertwined Security and Privacy in Mobile Cloud Computing and finally ends with Conclusion and Future work.
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1. INTRODUCTION

This section starts with defining Cloud Computing (CC), then gives an overview of Mobile Cloud Computing (MCC), later defines security and privacy and ends with survey organization.

1.1. Definition of Cloud Computing (CC)

Cloud Computing (CC) is a coalesce of many computing fields and has gained much popularity in recent years (since 2007) [Khan et al., 2014b]. There is no consensual description on what a Cloud Computing or a Cloud Computing system is; dozens of developers and organizations describe it from different perspectives [Qi et al., 2012,]. Before describing it, we need to know what Cloud Computing is, “A kind of Internet-based computing that provides shared processing resources and data to computers and other devices on demand [Cloud Computing, Wikipedia, 2017].” It has three main benefits for businesses and end users: (i) self-service provisioning; (ii) elasticity; and (iii) pay per use [Mell and Grace, 2009].

The Cloud Computing services are a part of service model (which are included in Cloud Computing architecture) and these services can be private, public or hybrid [Cloud Computing, Wikipedia, 2017; NEC Company Ltd. and Information and Privacy commissioner, 2010] as shown in Figure 1:

1) Private Cloud—It refers to Cloud Computing on private network, where the cloud is exclusively built for one client and is managed by company’s own cloud provider or IT organization.

2) Public Cloud—This cloud is for external users who can register with cloud on pay-per-use basis and can use the cloud resources accordingly. This cloud is not as secured as private cloud as it is accessible to internet users.

3) Hybrid Cloud—It is a combination of public and private cloud models, which determines how to distribute application across both public and private cloud.

Figure 1. Three Types of Cloud Computing Deployment Models [cf. (Cloud Computing, Wikipedia, 2016)].
Figure 1, shows three types of CC services. In each service, there are three service types (which are categories of CC services), SaaS, PaaS, IaaS [Dinh et al., 2011]:

![Diagram of three types of CC services]

Figure 2. Service-Oriented Cloud Computing Architecture [cf. (Dinh et al., 2011)].

1) **Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS)**—IaaS enables the provision of storage, network, servers, and networking components to the users. The consumers can deploy and run arbitrary software’s (OS, application, etc.) using these provisions [Cloud Computing, Wikipedia, 2017].

Examples: Amazon Elastic Cloud Computing (EC2) and Simple Storage Services (S3) [Amazon Simple Storage Service details, Wikipedia, 2016].

2) **Platform as a Service (PaaS)**—PaaS provides Application Programming Interface (API’s) models, programming environments and advanced integrated environment for building, testing, and deploying custom application.

Examples: Google App Engine, Microsoft Azure, Amazon Map Reduce / S3.

3) **Software as a Service (SaaS)**—SaaS supports software distribution with specific requirements. It runs on pay-per-use basis, where the user can pay to access the information and application (via Internet) according to the use.

Examples: Microsoft Office 365, Salesforce, Microsoft’s Live Mesh, etc.

Cloud Computing allow customers to rent computation and storage such that customers can start instances of their cloud application as Virtual Machines (VM). In addition to this, cloud providers provide services such as backup, traffic accounting (to manage Virtual Machine instances with ease), CPU time, memory usage, storage, server availability, networking throughput, etc., to their customers. In order to reduce network latency, some cloud providers offer their customers to choose a geographically nearby data center to run their VM instances, example of one such cloud provider is Amazon. This kind of Cloud Computing is suitable and popular for small startups and medium-sized business, but it still needs to be proven for large organization as each large company must investigate price and performance trade-off between building and managing their own private cloud or leasing third party’s cloud. A key consideration is whether an organization stores its private or proprietary data on third party’s cloud and if it does, to what
extent protection is ensured to that data. The future of the cloud is envisioned where large companies can build their own private cloud [Bahl et al., 2012].

Cloud Computing includes: Fog, Edge, Mist Computing, etc.:

1) *Fog Computing*—It refers to extending cloud computing to the edge of an enterprise's network. It facilitates the operation of compute, storage, and networking services between end devices and cloud computing data centers [Jonathan, 2013].

2) *Edge Computing*—A method of optimizing cloud computing systems by performing data processing at the edge of the network, near the source of the data [Lopez et al., 2015].

3) *Mist Computing*—A lightweight and rudimentary form of computing power that resides directly within the network fabric at the extreme edge of the network fabric using microcomputers and microcontrollers to feed into Fog Computing nodes and potentially onward towards the Cloud Computing platforms [Jones, 2017].

![Figure 3. Cloud to Mist (cf. Jones, 2017)](image)

Cloud Computing plays a major role in modern technology. Apart from PCs and Laptops, today’s mobile applications has also begun to adapt Cloud Computing, which has paved a way for a new concept called Mobile Cloud Computing, a combination of Cloud Computing and Mobile Computing (MC) (which requires rethinking in architecture of CC to accommodate common themes of MC) [Dinh et al., 2011].

### 1.2. Overview of Mobile Cloud Computing (MCC)

This section deals with defining Mobile Computing (MC), Mobile Cloud Computing (MCC). Later it discusses about the advantages and disadvantages of MCC.
1.2.1. Mobile Computing (MC)

“It is a human–computer interaction by which a computer is expected to be transported during normal usage, which allows for transmission of data, voice and video. Mobile computing involves mobile communication, mobile hardware, and mobile software. Communication issues include ad hoc networks and infrastructure networks as well as communication properties, protocols, data formats and concrete technologies. Hardware includes mobile devices or device components. Mobile software deals with the characteristics and requirements of mobile applications [Mobile Computing (Wikipedia), 2017].”

Features of MC [Qi et al., 2012]. The Features of MCC are as follows:

1) Mobility—Mobile nodes are free to establish connection with other nodes (even if they are fixed, in wired networks) during their free movement through Mobile Support Station (MSS).

Challenges of MC [Qi et al., 2012]. When compared to wired environments, wireless networks (like MC) face various issues like limited power, handoff delay, security, low computing ability, and so on, due to numerous mobile nodes and environment. Apart from this the Quality of Service (QoS) in mobile computing network is much easily affected by land forms, weather, buildings, etc.

Limitations of MC [Redekar et al., 2014]. The following are the limitations of MC:

1) Insufficient Bandwidth—Mobile Internet access is slower than direct cable connections. New technologies like 3G, 4G, etc., would not make much difference in the bandwidth (it is insufficient), even high speed wireless LANs are slower (than direct cable connection) due to limited range.

2) Security Standards—User should while using public networks in their mobile devices, as the Virtual Private network (VPN) is easily attacked. So, security becomes a major concern while using mobile devices.

3) Power Consumption—Mobile devices do not depend on battery power unlike desktop, laptop, etc. To obtain necessary battery life one has to use expensive batteries (in their mobile devices). To overcome this problem MC should look into greener IT to save power or increase battery life.

4) Transmission Interference—There may be a lot of interferences in signal transmission between mobile nodes, this can be due to weather or range from nearest signal point. Tunnels, buildings, rural, and forest areas have very less signal reception.

5) Frequent Disconnection—Due to some limitations in mobile devices like battery power, network conditions, etc., mobile nodes may not maintain the connection in a consistent way.
6) **Dis-Symmetrical Network Communication**—Even though the network used in mobile nodes are not any different, the communication between servers and access points are not symmetrical, as the mobile nodes have weak send/receive ability.

7) **Low reliability**—To address security issues, mobile computing network system has to be considered from terminals, data base platforms, and application development as the signals (inside the network system) are susceptible to interference and snooping.

### 1.2.2. Motivation of Mobile Cloud Computing (MCC)

Cloud Computing propels a new class of applications by extending Mobile Cloud application with unlimited storage, computation resource and task oriented service called Mobile Cloud Computing (MCC). Figure 3, describes MCC, where Mobile Cloud Computing integrates Cloud Computing, Mobile Computing, and wireless networks to bring rich computational resources to mobile users, network operators as well as Cloud Computing providers [Mobile Cloud Computing, Wikipedia, 2017].

![Figure 4. Foundation of MCC](image)

More comprehensively, MCC is defined as a rich mobile computing technology that leverages unified elastic resources of varied clouds and network technologies towards unrestricted functionality, storage, and mobility to serve a multitude of mobile devices anywhere, anytime through the channel of Ethernet or Internet regardless of heterogeneous environments and platforms based on the pay-as-you-use principle [Sanaei et al., 2013].
In another definition, Mobile Cloud Computing is defined as the availability of Cloud Computing services in a mobile ecosystem [Cox, 2011].

Figure 5. MCC Ecosystem (cf. [Rahimi et al., 2014]).

Figure 4 illustrates general ecosystem of Mobile Cloud Computing and some of its components [Rahimi et al., 2014]:

1) **Network Providers**—They provide network infrastructures to all MCC components to communicate with each other.

2) **Public Cloud providers**—Storage facilities and high computations are made available to the public (via Internet). These computations and storage facilities are scalable and elastic.

3) **Content and Service providers**—They are neither scalable nor elastic but could provide services like gaming, videos, etc., to the user. The required storage and servers are used from public and local cloud providers.

4) **Local and Private cloud providers**—Having a limited scalability and elasticity was never been a problem for local and private cloud providers due to high performance, which provides efficient services to portable devices (considering delay, security, privacy, etc.).

The goal of Mobile Cloud Computing is to provide a better experience for mobile users whose devices have limited resources and capacities like computation, storage, battery [Rahimi et al., 2014]. Mobile devices do not need powerful configuration because all the complicated computing modules can be processed in the clouds, this describes Mobile Cloud Computing as a new paradigm for mobile applications [Dinh et al., 2011].
1.2.3. Mobile Cloud Computing Service Models

These services are used to construct architecture of MCC just like the service types which are used to build CC architecture [Chang et al., 2013]:

1) **Mobile Cloud Infrastructure-as-a-Service (MIaaS)**—This is pay-as-you-use model, where the client is provided with mobile cloud infrastructure and resources according to the value of his payment, where computing, storage resource, network components, and devices are provisioned, managed, and returned according to client’s request in pay-as-you-use model.

2) **Mobile Network-as-a-Service (MNaaS)**—Vendor provides a diverse network infrastructure and resources to clients to respond to on-demand requests and dynamically configure, deploy, and design a wireless network infrastructure for the mobile connectivity, to the existing cloud infrastructure. The main advantage is the start-up cost is low due to high scalability and elasticity.
   e.g.: OpenStack, Google App Engine, MS Azure.

3) **Mobile Platform-as-a-Service (MPaaS)**—This service supports mobile application development, deployment, hosting, and validation tools.
   e.g.: App Mobi, is a tool which helps the user to develop, deploy and validate mobile application (as easy as possible).

4) **Mobile Software-as-a-Service (MSaaS)**—Here the clients are provided with mobility and location-aware capability software. In this model, mobile users are allowed to access mobile application services (which are deployed and executed on cloud) through thin mobile client based Internet communication.

![Diagram of Mobile Cloud Service Business Architecture](image)

**Figure 6. Mobile Cloud Service Business Architecture (cf. [Chang et al., 2013]).**
1.2.4. Advantages and Disadvantages of MCC

Advantages of MCC. Some of the advantages of Mobile Cloud Computing are [Dinh et al., 2011]:

1) *Extending Battery Lifetime*—Battery is one of the important components in a mobile device and its lifetime is the main concern to any mobile manufacturer. There have been many solutions proposed till date to reduce power consumptions like CPU performance, managing screen brightness etc. These changes are only possible with change in mobile infrastructure (hardware) but these changes might affect the cost of production and may not be feasible for all devices. To overcome all these challenges a technique, computational offloading was proposed, which helps the large and complex computations to migrate resource-limited devices (mobile devices) to cloud. This helps to cut down execution time of long/time-taking applications which results in energy consumption.

2) *Improving Storage Capacity*—Storage constraint is one of the most leading problems in today’s mobile devices. MCC this problem, which was haunting the mobile industry for past many years. Mobile users can now store/access any volume of data in the cloud without any storage restrictions. Some of the applications which use this cloud technique are Flicker [Flickr.com, 2017], Amazon Simple Storage Service [Amazon.com/s3, 2017], Facebook [Facebook.com], etc.

3) *Reliability*—Technology got revolutionized with the introduction of data backup and it even got better when reliability was introduced in mobile phones as data once deleted (even by mistake) could not be retrieved. MCC changed the way of storing data (by users). Now data can be stored in the cloud and can be used any number of times in any (different) device, this increases the reliability of the data.

4) *Dynamic Provisioning*—Waiting for a resource till the process complete its work has always been a problem in operating system, there are many resources scheduling algorithms which were used to allocate resources to the process according to the wait time. MCC solved this problem by introducing dynamic on-demand provisioning of resources which is a flexible way to run the applications without any reservations or wait time for the resources.

5) *Scalability*—Making changes or meeting user’s day to day demand takes a lot of effort and time for a service provider. This can be overcome by using flexible resource provisioning (provided by MCC), where the applications can be expanded (add/modify) with/without little constraint on the resource usage.

6) *Multitenancy*—This is the best way to reduce the cost of production (in software) as the resources are shared by large number of users (e.g.: network operator, data center owners, etc.).
7) **Ease of Integration**—Different user’s request and demand can be handled by cloud service providers by integrating different services through the cloud and Internet without much effort (to meet the user demand).

**Disadvantages of MCC.** Some of the disadvantages of Mobile Cloud Computing are [Redekar et al., 2014]:

1) **Security**—Securing and protecting user information has always been a major concern. Mobile users store their important data in cloud, which must be protected else it can lead to major damage. So, protecting user information is one of the disadvantages in MCC.

2) **Performance**—Performance has always been a concern in mobile devices as its application feel is not as good as native applications. There would be some definite cut downs/changes in the mobile application when compared to actual application (which we use in our desktop).

   e.g.: Chase, this bank has its own mobile application for its users (to make transactions easy and fast). The application feel is different in mobile device when compared to PC/desktop, there are some cut downs like “Things you can do”, this module is not available in mobile application (which cuts down the performance).

3) **Latency & Connectivity**—These things play a major role in data transfer. Even one poor connection/signal strength might cause delay in transfer of data. So, the service provider should regularly check bandwidth fluctuation and signal strength as these might get easily affected by weather, signal traffic, etc.

4) **Compatibility**—It is difficult for a mobile phone to switch between operating system as devices and applications are not homogenous. Different technology uses different application which makes it difficult for the service provider to work on consistent environment which decreases compatibility.

5) **Limited Resources**—Battery, memory storage, and other such factors have made the receiving and processing capabilities weak in mobile devices. This is because the processing power of a mobile device is less when compared to desktop/PC. Mobile devices have other limitation due to lack of resources which has become a hurdle in MCC.

**1.3. Definition of Security and Privacy**

*Security*—The right not to have one’s activities adversely affected via tampering with one’s objects [Al-Gburi et al., 2017].

In this section, we define our view of security services. The security services are shown in Figure 6, are as follows [Lilien et al., 2010]:

1) **Confidentiality**—The property that information is not made available or disclosed to unauthorized individuals, entities, or processes.
2) **Integrity**—The property that data has not been altered or destroyed in an unauthorized manner.

3) **Availability**—The property of being accessible and useable upon demand by an authorized entity.

4) **Authentication**—The corroboration that an entity is the one claimed, and the source of data received is as claimed.

5) **Access Control**—The prevention of unauthorized use of a resource
   a) Including the prevention of use [by authorized entity] of a resource in an unauthorized manner.

6) **Non-repudiation**—The prevention of entities’ denial to be involved in all or part of a communication.

7) **Notarization**—The registration of data with a trusted third party that allows the later assurance of the accuracy of its characteristics such as content, origin, time, and delivery.

---

![Security Services Diagram](image)

**Figure 7. Security Services (cf. [Lilien et al., 2010]).**

**Privacy**—The right to have information about oneself left alone [Al-Gburi et al., 2017]. Figure 7, shows privacy services [Al-Hasnawi and Leszek Lilien, 2016]

1) **Confidentiality**—Protect information from unauthorized disclosure.

2) **Appropriateness**—Collecting, processing and retention of data has to be only as needed for legitimate purpose.
3) *Anonymity*—The state of being not identifiable with in a set of subjects called the anonymity set.

4) *Untraceability*—Making it difficult for the adversary to identify that a given set of actions were performed by the same subject.

5) *Unlinkability*—Hiding information about the relationships between any items.

6) *Unobservability*—Hiding items themselves.

7) *Notification*—Users have a right to be notified about the personal information collected by them and to give consent for its use.

![Diagram of Privacy Services]

Figure 8. Privacy Services (cf. [Al-Hasnawi and Lilien, 2016]).

From Figures 6 and 7, it is obvious that confidentiality service is common to security and privacy services in other words, confidentiality represents intertwined of security and privacy.
Confidentiality. From the above statement we can say that, confidentiality is an intersection of security and privacy.

![Security, Confidentiality, Privacy]

Figure 9. Intersection of Security and Privacy (cf. [Al-mawee, 2015]).

Security and Privacy in MCC are presented briefly in Sections 3 and 4, respectively.

1.4. Research Methodology

Research methodology is a logical and systematic search of new information on a topic which can be applied to a field of study [Rajasekar, 2013]. This may include publication research, interviews, surveys and other research techniques [Research Methodology, Businessdictionary, 2018].

In this survey, we have used forward and backward search (information together), where forward search identifies publications newer than the given publications. It is also a good way of searching for related information. Backward search identifies articles cited in a given publication, i.e., checking references in an article (the article is the one selected by the writer) [Padron, 2016]. Using these methods we have searched for the following papers: research papers, online sources, journals, magazines, etc., to gather information (to write the thesis). The above mentioned papers are searched on following websites: IEEE-Xplore, ACM digital library, Google Scholar, ResearchGate, Elsevier, Library loan, etc., to cover variety of MCC survey and other related topics.

During this search, we have used some keywords like “Mobile Cloud Computing”, “Security in MCC”, “Confidentiality of security and privacy”, “Components of MCC”, etc., in titles, abstracts or keywords of articles. Some of the references were excluded (after a careful review) because they are: (i) written in language other than English; (ii) duplicating knowledge from other papers; (iii) topics which are relevant but with less content; (iv) papers which talk about other things apart from the topic [Krishnan, 2017].

1.5. Survey Organization

This thesis is organized in the following way: (i) identifying what is MCC; (ii) how MCC works; and (iii) security and privacy of MCC.

Additionally, Section 1 presents overview of MCC; Section 2 covers MCC architectural approaches, which includes application (models); Section 3 discusses security in MCC; Section 4 discusses privacy in MCC; Section 5 discusses intertwined security and privacy in MCC and Section 6 concludes the Thesis.
2. ARCHITECTURAL APPROACHES TO MCC

This section starts with explaining the architecture of MCC then describes the middleware components of MCC. Later gives an overview of basic MCC services and ends with explaining application models for MCC.

2.1. Architecture of MCC

This section first present concept model to analyze MCC technology, then provides architectural scheme and ends with actual basic architecture of MCC.

Conceptual Architecture. Christensen proposed a three-component archetype model called Client-Connection-Cloud model [Christensen, 2009] for next generation mobile application which consists of three above three components: (i) client; (ii) connection; and (iii) cloud [Guan et al., 2011].

Figure 10. Basic Conceptual Model of MCC (cf. [Guan et al., 2011]).

Figure 8, shows us the conceptual architecture of MCC where the two entities client and cloud are connected through a transmission channel upon which are resource scheduling and content management, occupying client and cloud sides [Guan et al., 2011].

The transmission channel, resource and context scheduling are defined as follows:

1) Transmission Channel—It helps the data to transfer from one place to another with the help of wireless transport protocols. In MCC the connection between client and cloud is like a double edge sword where one weak transmission degrades the performance and the other increases prosperity of mobile application (due to dynamic character of connection).

2) Resource Scheduling—Scheduling of resources (computing, storage, etc.) using virtual machines are addressed in MCC. In MCC, we try to disintegrate complex applications to
simple (and small) application which are handled parallely (but each application is given individual care).

**Architectural Scheme.** This is an organization of MCC system, where researches either try to improve mobile device capabilities using cloud technology or use cloud technology on behalf of mobile device to execute mobile applications. This architecture has two schemes [Guan et al., 2011]:

1) *Agent-Client Scheme*—Cloud provides resources to mobile devices, this overcomes the limitations of mobile device like power, storage, etc. Figure 9, illustrates an agent-client relationship where the cloud provides agent to each individual client (mobile device). Each client communicates with cloud or other clients (outside its domain) using the agents (provided by the cloud).

![Figure 11. Basic Agent-Client Scheme (cf. [Guan et al., 2011]).](image-url)
Mahadev Stayanarayanan proposed model which stands as an example for agent-client scheme, called cloudlet architecture [Satyanarayanan et al., 2009]. Before introducing cloudlet architecture, let us discuss few things about non-cloudlet architecture, which paved a way for introducing cloudlet architecture.

a) **Non-Cloudlet Architecture**—There are three components in this architecture they are mobile client, transmission channel and Cloud as shown in Figure 10. Mobile client requests services from cloud, cloud provides the requested services (where the cloud is owned by an organization or cloud provider) to the client this is done using transmission channel. Though there is a good relationship between client and cloud there is a drawback in this architecture, communication latency. To overcome the latency problem cloudlet architecture came as a solution [Malik et al., 2013].

![Figure 12. Non-Cloudlet Architecture (cf. [Fernando et al., 2013]).](image)

b) **Cloudlet Architecture**—Figure 11, shows the cloudlet architecture (owned by local business) which is installed between client and cloud, which contains cached copy of data. The cost is less when compared to cloud as each cloudlet has only one data center with few users’ due to which it has less communication latency when compared to non-cloudlet architecture [Malik et al., 2011]. Mahadev Satyanarayanan proposed a cloudlet architecture based on Guan architecture, where a service is customized on a virtual machine by mobile user on nearby cloudlet, which is later used over wireless LAN.
This implementation helps associated mobile devices to use memory, processing, and storage using Wi-Fi access points (extended from natural implementation) [Guan et al., 2011].

![Diagram of Cloudlet Architecture](image1)

Figure 13. Cloudlet Architecture (cf. [Fernando et al., 2013]).

The other scheme in architectural scheme is:

2) **Collaborated Scheme**—In this scheme, cloud is used inside a mobile device, which helps the cloud to use remaining resources of mobile device. Here cloud acts as controller and scheduler. The below figure illustrates collaboration among mobile devices where each device interacts with other devices using its cloud (outside its domain as well) [Guan et al., 2011].

![Diagram of Collaborated Scheme](image2)

Figure 14. Collaborated Scheme (cf. [Guan et al., 2011]).

**Basic Architecture.** This a generic architecture of MCC consists of two different mobile networks A and B as shown in Figure 13 [Shahzad et al., 2014], where all the mobile devices are connected to their respective network (mobile) via base stations like BTS (Base Transceiver Station), AP (Access Point), and satellite. These base stations play a major role in establishing and controlling
connections and functional interfaces between mobile devices and their respective networks. When a request/information is requested by the user, it gets transmitted to central processors. These processors are connected to servers which consists of database, hashing algorithm, and AAA (Authentication, Authorization, Accounting) framework which provides mobile network services. Once the request gets transmitted, it leaves the mobile network and connects with the cloud through Internet. Inside the Cloud Computing, cloud controllers link the user’s request with the relevant cloud depending upon the requested service. Once the requested information is processed, the cloud sends back the service to the central processor.

Upon receiving the request, the central processor with the help of mobile network operator provides the requested information to the user according to the user level (stored in the database). This is done with the help of AAA framework, to keep a track of user and to know who is trying to access/request sensitive information. Those requests which are provided to the users upon their requests are nothing but their corresponding cloud services [Dinh et al., 2011].

![Diagram](image)

**Figure 15.** MCC Architecture (cf. [Mobile Cloud Computing, Wikipedia, 2017]).
2.2. Middleware Components for MCC

The components are:

1) *BS*—Base Station, a transceiver that connects a cordless phone or wireless device to a central hub and allows connections to a network [Base Station, Wikipedia, 2017].

2) *RDC*—Regional Data Centers, is a facility used to house regional computer systems and associated components such as telecommunication and storage systems [Regional Data Center, Wikipedia, 2017].

3) *Storage Node*—A storage node is typically a physical server with one or more hard disk drives (HDDs) or solid-state drive (SDDs) [Rouse, 2017a].

4) *Compute Node*—A compute node provides the ephemeral storage, networking, memory and processing resources that can be consumed by virtual machine instances [Compute node, Wikipedia, 2017].

The above figure illustrates how the middleware components of MCC works, to help the user store the data in the cloud or request the stored data in the cloud.

Users’ request is transmitted to the central processor (in mobile network) via base stations. The request is transmitted to the cloud via Internet. Once the requested is received, the cloud controller (in the cloud) links the request to respected RDC (depending upon the user request and location), where RDC’s can store and manage the data, exchange data, access data, etc. Once the request is received, RDC processes the request and sends back the requested information to the cloud. Cloud sends the request back to the central processor via Internet. Central processor sends the data to the user via base station.
2.3. Basic MCC Services

Cloud computing providers provide a set of basic services for mobile computing. There are three types of services they are application services, platform services and context rich services [Bahl et al., 2012]:

1) **Platform Services**—The services (EC2) which are accessible from mobile devices are called platform services like database, storage, etc. Application sharing helps some of these services (by benefiting them). For example, memcache helps applications to create or access same data sets, this will reduce the computation demand of re-generating cached results. These services also help to create new services like file backup, file syncing using storage and computing services.

2) **Application Services**—Some of the application services are offered by public cloud provides, they are:
   a) **Location-Based Services**—Presence service can be one of the essential service in location based services. People usually do not trust these services due to privacy issues. So, the best possible solution for this would be using cloud services. These services provide privacy from unauthorized user using presence service, where the presence service implements location privacy policies specified by mobile users (as different users have different level of privacy requirements). This would gain the trust of the people, which will increase the development of location based services.
   
   b) **Video-Streaming Application**—Mobile devices have problems in video streaming due to limited bandwidth and video codec. The cloud provider eliminates this problem by offering video transcoding and streaming proxy, where the proxy service reduces the bandwidth and codec problem by performing transcoding (in the cloud).

3) **Context Rich Services**—Recognizing location of the user, the time of day, user’s identity and their personal preferences make mobile applications more context aware. There are three context rich services, they are:
   a) **Context-Extraction Service**—In a mobile device there are different types of data, social networking data, sensor network data, etc., these data are mined (using data mining analysis) to extract clues related to the user. Apart from this, context extraction service also reduces duplication of data, which saves energy and decreases computation cost of the mobile device.
   
   b) **Recommendation Service**—It creates output based on contextual clues, which fits an individual or a set of individuals. In cloud, the output would be multimedia output for mobile devices or nearby multimedia device.
   
   c) **Privacy Service**—New privacy services needs to be created in context rich services. For example, location services need new privacy services that are created to protect user data from data mining. Similarly, data released from social networks and sensor networks need new privacy services. Sometime in near future group services will also
emerge that protects the group of individuals from their actions, taste, and preference inference.

2.4. Application Models for MCC

Some parameters play an important role in the acceptance of any mobile cloud application model, the model which address most of the following parameters are considered to be preeminent. The following parameters are used to compare the application models [Khan et al., 2014b]:

1) Context Awareness
2) Latency
3) Bandwidth Utilization
4) Generality
5) Privacy
6) Complexity
7) Security
8) Programming
9) Scalability
10) Execution Resource
11) Platform

The mobile cloud application models are designed to achieve objectives such as to enhance performance of an application, to achieve energy efficiency, etc. Sometimes these objectives may conflict with each other so, these models should be considered based on the objectives and conflicts. There are four categories of mobile cloud application models (based on the above objectives), they are:

1) Performance-Improving Application Models—These models increase the performance of mobile device application by offloading complicated computations to the cloud (where the computations are executed in less time when compared to mobile devices). There are two types of performance based application model:
   a) Clone Cloud Model—This model offloads some parts of complicated application to the nearby infrastructure or cloud to increase the performance.
   b) Zhang et al., Model—This model uses weblets, an independent functional unit of an application. The weblets offloads the computation based on mobile device battery, memory, etc. If the computation is complicated (cannot be computed in mobile device), weblets offloads the computation to the cloud. This model is based on elastic application technique.

2) Energy-Improving Application Model—They reduce energy consumption in mobile devices. It can be done by performing intensive computations in the cloud. This helps the mobile applications to consume less energy. Cloud is one of the energy based application models.
a) *Cloud Model*—In this model, applications are organized using heterogeneous components. To achieve such organized applications graph are used, where each component either executes in mobile devices or cloud or both. This way it helps the mobile device to consume less energy.

3) *Constraint-Overcoming Application Models*—In these model’s regular components are executed in mobile devices and complicated components are executed in the cloud (where the local resources are insufficient). There are three types of constraint based application models:
   a) *Satyanarayanan et al., Model*—This model uses virtual machine concept, where a computer or a set of computers are called cloudlet. The intensive components are offloaded to cloudlet for execution by the mobile device (which acts as thin client).
   b) *Giurgiu et al., Model*—This model partially offloads intensive components to the cloud. It is based on distributed layers technique.
   c) *Extensible Cloud Model*—It uses stack on demand technique on top of VM systems, where the top stack frames or segments of the frames are offloaded to the cloud.

4) *Multi-objective Application Models*—These models are mainly used to achieve multiple objective at the same time. This is more effective than the other application models. There are three types of multi-objective application models:
   a) *MAUI*—It mainly focuses on minimizing energy consumption. MAUI does it by offloading intensive application to nearby infrastructure or cloud (only when it thinks that the offloading would minimizes energy consumption).
   b) *ThinkAir*—It is designed to achieve Quality of service (QoS). The resource intensive methods are offloaded to the cloud (the programmer identifies all intensive methods for remote executive).
   c) *Cuckoo*—It is designed to make the programming easy (for the developers). The applications are partially offloaded to nearby infrastructure or cloud.

**Application Model Comparison and Examples.** The following are the application model comparison and examples:

   1) *Model Comparison*—Table 1 represents comparison models as given in ref. [Khan et al., 2014b].
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Ca</th>
<th>La</th>
<th>BU</th>
<th>Ge</th>
<th>Pr</th>
<th>Co</th>
<th>Se</th>
<th>Pa</th>
<th>Sc</th>
<th>Er</th>
<th>Pt</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Clone Cloud</td>
<td>Med</td>
<td>Low/ High/ Med</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Med</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>NI/CL</td>
<td>Android</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zhang et al., Model</td>
<td>Med</td>
<td>Med</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Med</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>CL</td>
<td>.Net(C)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>μCloud</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>CL</td>
<td>Android</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Satyanarayana et al., Model</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Med/ High</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Med</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Med</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>NI</td>
<td>Virtual Box</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extensible cloud</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Med/ High</td>
<td>Med</td>
<td>Med</td>
<td>Med</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>NI/CL</td>
<td>iOS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAUI</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>NI/CL</td>
<td>Microsoft .Net</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ThinkAir</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Med</td>
<td>CL</td>
<td>Java</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cuckoo</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Med</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Med</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>NI/CL</td>
<td>Android</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Ca: Context Awareness  
La: Latency  
BU: Bandwidth Utilization  
Ge: Generality  
Pr: Privacy  
Co: Complexity  
Se: Security  
Pa: Programming Abstraction  
Sc: Scalability  
Er: Execution Resource  
Pt: Platform  
CL: Cloud  
NI: Nearby Infrastructure  
H: High, M: Medium, L: Low
2) **MCC Application Examples**—Here are few more examples of MCC applications to show how this technology can prove beneficial for various domains [Khan et al., 2014b], they are:

a) *Mathematical Tools*—Mobile devices can offload complex mathematical calculation such as a large matrix to the cloud. This increases the performance, efficiency and decrease large amount of energy used. This type of application can be developed using MAUI, Think Air.

b) *File Search*—Searching a file, which is stored in a large storage usually takes a minute or two. MCC enhances the performance, which makes it easy to search a file (within fraction of time)

c) *Download Applications*—To download a large file, mobile device (with low data rate) consumes a lot of battery power, storage, and time. MCC makes it easy, it allows users to download files in the cloud and transfer files to mobile device. This technique enhances battery power, reduces time, efficiently stores the file (according to the size), and downloads the file to mobile device in high speed.

d) *Antivirus Applications*—To safeguard important/sensitive information, user’s need to install antivirus in their mobile device(s). Scanning a device consumes a lot of energy and processor time. This issue can be resolved using MCC, which clones the mobile device and scans the clone for malware in the cloud. This saves both energy and time.

e) *Security*—User’s install large number of applications in which some of them might be unsafe. Such applications might attract attackers, which can jeopardize sensitive information stored on smartphones. MCC is used to overcome this problem, it allows mobile devices to execute their services in the cloud. This increases the security for user’s sensitive data stored in the device.

There can be hundreds of similar applications that can take advantage of MCC. However, the objective of using MCC must be known before adopting any application model. The application models must be chosen wisely to achieve the desired objective(s).
2.4.1. Challenges in Building MCC

The following are the challenges in building MCC application [Wang et al., 2014c], they are:

1) **Code/Computation Offloading**—Application performance and conservation of mobile device energy can be enhanced (while building MCC applications) but code/computation offloading might cause an issue during this process. There are two processes, which helps in overcoming this design issue, they are:

   a) **Application Partitioning**—In this process, an application is partitioned into small pieces so that they can be easily processed in the cloud. Code offloading makes use of this method, where the application is divided into exact small pieces (in an efficient manner) with proper pause, if the break point (pause) is not set properly, it can degrade the performance of the applications. This process also requires a cost model to cut down the overall cost (accordingly).

   e.g.: Partitioning of applications using threads and clone cloud [Chun et al., 2011]. Both the methods try to divide the application in an efficient manner such that the performance would increase and the cost would decrease accordingly.

   b) **Making Smartphones Last Longer with Code Offload (MAUI)** [Cuervo et al., 2010]—It helps code offloading by providing an architecture which points out problems like energy and performance issues. MAUI helps the client and server to build their own proxies, profilers and solvers instead of cloning the services from client to server. Here the developers need to recognize the methods/classes (manually) which are capable of getting executed remotely. The developers cannot select API code, etc., (for offloading) due to constraint issue. Later, the system has to dynamically determine whether or not the offloading is beneficial (this is done during processing) and lastly, the client needs to be connected with the server and if the developer fails in connecting it, the proxy will reinvoke the method locally or run it on other servers.

   e.g.: Cuckoo [Kemp et al., 2012], ThinkAir [Kosta et al., 2012].

2) **Elasticity and Scalability**—This is the third design issue, the application should be scalable and elastic, where scalability [Scalability, Google search, 2017] is the capacity to be changed in size and this relies on allocating resources (to VM) and elasticity [Elasticity, Google search, 2017] is the capability of resource, where the resource have no limits and can be used in any quantity. There are many papers on this issue and there have been some solutions suggested to make an application both elastic and scalable like resource allocation, some algorithms, etc., but these are all just suggestions, there are still some research going on how to overcome these issues.

3) **Security**—Users can be convinced to use MCC applications after dealing with certain security issues. On the cloud side, the application must make sure that the resource is accessed by an authorized user. On the user side, the application must make sure that there is authentication, authorization, and data or code integrity, let us see how:

   a) **Authentication**—It is one of the security issue. As authentication is bi-directional, it uses mobile-cloud authentication where the client authenticates the cloud and client-
cloud authentication where the cloud authenticates back to the client. The research shows that all the work cited are on mobile-cloud authentication like web authentication [Bonneau et al., 2010], mobile to cloud authentication framework [Al-Muhtadi et al., 2002], Kerberos based mobile to cloud authentication [Harbitter and Menasce, 2011]. The cloud-client authentication needs more work and there are some research work going on in this topic. One such topic is message digest based authentication for MCC, where it concentrates on both client-cloud and cloud-client authentication.

b) **Authorization**—This is another issue for MCC applications. Users are authorized to access their data without credentials (all the time), which might save energy of the device but accessing information without authorizing it may create a lot of problems. Example: Google, Twitter, Snapchat, and Facebook, use OAuth 2.0, a single sign on application.

c) **Data/Code Integrity**—Encrypting data and storing it in a remote server is not at all a problem in PC/desktop but when coming a mobile device, it is difficult to encrypt a data due to computational cost and it does not work practically. To overcome this issue Van Dijk et al., developed a protocol, which allows the user to encrypt and store the data in the cloud. This protocol helps in reducing the cost and maintaining the security the data by storing the encryption key and the data in the cloud.

4) **Cloud Pricing**—The user can request more resources by paying more. This might affect cloud service disciplines and admission policies. Some of the cloud pricing strategies are proposed to increase service provider’s profit and/or to reduce user’s cost:

   a) Dynamic Virtual Machine Provisioning [Zaman et al., 2013].
   b) Cloud Capacity Segmentation [Wang et al., 2012b].
   c) Virtual Machine Spot Binding Policy [Zafer et al., 2012]
   d) Linear Programming [Lampe et al., 2012].
   e) Pricing Mechanism [Li et al., 2011].

The works cited above are just theoretical but has no real traces, research work is going on in this topic which might help us to pave a way to solve some issues.

Each challenge, existing solutions and future research directions (for building MCC application) are discussed in tabular form.
Table 2. MCC Application Challenges, Existing Solutions, and Future Research Areas
(cf. [Shahzad et al., 2014]).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Challenges</th>
<th>Related Issues for Challenges</th>
<th>Suggested Solutions</th>
<th>Possible Future Solutions (for the challenges)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Elasticity and Scalability</td>
<td>No related issues</td>
<td>No exact solution is suggested yet, research is still going on.</td>
<td>Research is still going on.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Security</td>
<td>Authentication</td>
<td>Mobile to Cloud, Cloud to Mobile</td>
<td>Cloud to mobile authentication.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Authorization</td>
<td>OAuth 2.0</td>
<td>Authorizing without releasing user credentials.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Data/code integrity</td>
<td>Encrypting data</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cloud Service Pricing</td>
<td>No related issues</td>
<td>Dynamic virtual machine provisioning.</td>
<td>Research is still going on.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Cloud capacity segmentation.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Virtual machine spot binding policy.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Linear Programming.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Pricing Mechanism.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3. SECURITY AND PRIVACY IN MCC

This section first presents security problems in MCC, which includes security threats and solutions. It also provides solutions for related problems.

3.1. Security Problems in MCC

Security and privacy are never ending issues in MCC. These issues are inherited from various domains from which Mobile Cloud Computing is derived. Mobile Cloud Computing is derived from Cloud Computing, Mobile Computing, and Wireless Networks so, the security issues of Mobile Cloud Computing inherits the security issues of Cloud Computing, Mobile Computing, and Wireless Networks [Malik et al., 2013]. The following are the security issues in mobile cloud computing [Suo et al., 2013]:

1) Mobile Terminal—Mobile Terminal has some characteristics which might cause some serious issues:

a) Malware—It is a process of damaging or disabling information in mobile devices. Openness and versatility in any device always draw attacker’s attention. An attacker always looks for vulnerable devices, after finding a device he tries to attach the malware (virus, worm, etc.) to a program (even useful software’s) which the user might download unknowingly. The downloaded malware crashes the security system of the mobile device and waits for the attacker’s command. Later, with the help of malware the attacker gets hold on all important information stored in the device and can try to misuse it. For example, the attacker can do automatic payment without user’s involvement. This would lead the user to suffer from information leakage. Even though there are anti-virus software’s for mobile phone, it does not provide functionality similar to desktop due to capacity and resource constraints, which makes it difficult for the software to achieve significant computation.

b) Software Vulnerabilities—A software can become vulnerable due to many factors but some of the important one’s are application, operating system, etc.

   Vulnerabilities in application software’s are common, due to which they are not rigorous. This nature attracts the attackers to attack the device using malicious content. e.g.: if a bank’s application software is vulnerable (no strong security and privacy technique), it indirectly opens a gate for the attacker, who tries to hack the system. Later, he tries to access user’s sensitive information (SSN, user’s account details, etc.), due to which the user suffers (ultimately).

   Apart from applications, OS can also be vulnerable. An attacker takes advantage of the vulnerability in OS and attacks the device. Sometimes the mobile users themselves create some issues like downloading files, clicking unsafe links, etc.
These things also help the intruder to attack/hack the device (mobile). So, the users and the developers need to be aware of such attacks, to prevent them.

Figure 17. Mobile Terminal Security Threats (cf. [Suo et al., 2013]).

2) **Mobile Network Security**— Broad access like 3G, Wi-Fi, etc., brings in more security threats such as information leakage or attack.
   
e.g.: Today’s restaurants provide free Wi-Fi to their customer’s. Due to weak Wi-Fi encryption, the attacker’s try to attack the network which may lead to information leakage. In some cases, the attacker’s may even try to attack a private network like 3G. In this case, the attacker usually targets 3G or Wi-Fi networks with weak encryption, which may lead to data loss. Sometimes the user’s themselves can mis-operate things, this may lead to security issues. Awareness needs to be developed among the users to prevent such things from happening.

3) **Mobile Cloud**—
   
a) **Platform Reliability**—Any one like an employee of a company, a malicious attacker, etc., might try to steal information from the cloud as it is a high concentrated source of user’s information. The person/attacker tries to steal the information to shut down the cloud service. The user’s and the cloud providers should be made aware of such attacks. The cloud providers should integrate newer version of security technologies, while the user’s need to back up their data instead of depending completely on the cloud provider.

   b) **Data and Privacy Protection**—Data ownership and management of the user’s data is handled by different people; the ownership is with the user but it is managed by the cloud provider. This might cause some users to think about their data storage in MCC, which might affect MCC popularity. The other issue is that, the user’s data is stored in shared infrastructure in an unknown location (which can be anywhere in the world) and the cloud providers do not enclose the location of the user’s data to the user. These two issues
increase the risk of exposure (user’s data). So, to protect the sensitive data there need to be a permanent solution which helps to protect user’s data security and privacy.

These are some of the other security problems suggested by [Mollah et al., 2017]. MCC utilizes many traditional as well as recent technologies such as offloading, virtualization, outsourced storage, etc., and it adopts several new security problems along with traditional problems. This section, presents the list of potential security problems within MCC:

1) **Data Security Problems**—Cloud stores and process user’s data (at service provider end) which invites some security problems like data loss, data breach, data recovery, data locality, etc.:

   a) **Data Loss**—Data can be damaged by any physical means during processing, transmission and storage.

   b) **Data Breach**—Data can be copied, stolen and used by unauthorized person.

   c) **Data Recovery**—The process of recovering data from damaged, corrupted, stolen or lost data (in mobile device).

   d) **Data Locality**—User’s need to know the location of their data. Data of each individual needs to be stored separately else the data can become vulnerable.

2) **Offloading Security Problems**—Mobile users do not have control over offloading process and to offload their data with control, they need to access cloud during the process. This makes it easy for any unauthorized user to access the offloaded data. Another issue of offloading process is, executions are done at the cloud side (instead of mobile devices), which might possibly violate the integrity and confidentiality of the offloaded content; where integrity is violated due to after execution of offloaded content and confidentiality is affected due to the presence of malicious content between partitioning and offloading stage. As the executions are done at cloud side, mobile devices cannot verify the result of these executions, even if they are not correct or altered.

3) **Virtualization Security Problems**—Virtualization refers to act of creating a virtual version of something. Virtualization technique helps the user to use cloud services (provided by cloud service provider). Virtualization clone’s mobile devices in the cloud end using virtual machine (for processing). This process when applied to MCC, generates several security problems like unauthorized access, VM to VM attack, etc.

4) **Mobile Cloud Applications Security Problems**—These level of attacks can affect integrity and confidentiality of the data and application. The attacker tries to inject one of the malware’s (virus, Trojan etc.) into the target application which changes the functionalities of the application.

5) **Mobile Device Security Problems**—The most common threat is misplacing/losing a mobile phone which can disclose important information to an unauthorized user. The data stored in the cloud can also be disclosed by the attacker by accessing cloud services from the mobile device using some tools or techniques. Although there are some security features to keep the phone unlocked (which can prevent the attacker from accessing the data), the
attacker can still unlock it by removing the original identity module card and reinserting virus infected identity module card, which might unlock the phone. Even though the platforms of mobile devices are almost equal to that of a PC/desktop, they still lack in security mechanisms and this problem affects the integrity of the mobile device (application).

Figure 18. Security Problems in MCC (cf. [Mollah et al., 2017]).
3.1.1. Security Threats

These threats are also divided into four categories [Vikas S. et al., 2014]:
1) Physical Threats
2) Network-Based Threats
3) Web-Based Threats
4) Application-Based Threats

1) Physical Threats—Mobile devices have become a part of our lives, where we use it for personal and professional things. Mobile devices contain regular as well as sensitive information which can be easily hacked so, physical security for a mobile device is very important. There are some ways to explain physical threats:

   a) Company Device—These days almost every company provide its employee with mobile devices, laptops, etc., to maintain the privacy. If an employee misuses the privilege by using it for personal use (just to cut down their cellphone costs), there is a risk of data loss. Let us take a scenario, an employee (carrying his business phone) goes to a coffee shop, while leaving, he forgets his device, the attacker who is stalking him steals the device, unlocks it (using some tools or technique) and tries to retrieve all the sensitive information (like his company’s email id, which provides access to all intranets and portals and provides the login key to nearly all enterprise designed productivity and collaboration tools), which might land the employee into big trouble.

   b) Lost or Stolen Devices—This is one of the most common threats. Losing a mobile device might land the owner into a lot of problems (as specified in the above scenario).

2) Network-Based Threats—Wireless network can be a host to all sort of threats, like:

   a) Unsafe Network(s)—If a user connects to an unknown network like Wi-Fi at airports, coffee shops, etc., then there is a chance that the attacker might install the malware into the user’s device without their knowledge.

   b) Wi-Fi Sniffing—It is a piece of software or hardware designed to intercept data as it is transmitted over a network and decode the data into a format that is readable for humans. This is created for capturing data on wireless networks. Hackers can use this software to steal user’s data, spy on network activity, logins, etc.

   c) Denial of Service—It is a process where the intruder makes a network or a resource unavailable to the user by disrupting host services. The intruder accomplishes this by flooding target machine or resource with redundant requests in order to overload the systems, which prevents legitimate requests from being fulfilled. There is another attack similar to DoS called, Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS), where the attacker tries to flood the user’s system using different system’s sources, which makes it almost impossible for the user to stop it (as the user tries to stop it (only) from single source).

   d) Session Hijacking—Misusing a valid session key to gain unauthorized access to information or services in a computer.
e.g.: In a session, node A sends a packet to node B, after verification (from node A), node B sends reply to node A. In-between the attacker tries to attack the session using session key, he does it by attacking either one of the node’s (A or B). Later he tricks both the nodes to grab all the important information.

3) **Web-Based Threats**

a) **Phishing**—These are fraudulent messages appearing to come from legitimate company. These messages usually direct the user to a spoofed website or ask the user to provide secured information like credit card information, bank details, etc. This information is later used by the attacker to commit identity theft.

b) **Drive-by Downloads**—Here there would be either an authorized download without understanding the consequences or content getting downloaded without user’s knowledge. In both the cases the user would be the ultimate person to suffer [Drive-by download, Wikipedia, 2016].

c) **Browser Exploits**—It is a form of malicious code which tries to breach browser security by taking advantage of flaw or vulnerability in an O.S. or part of software to alter user’s browser settings without their knowledge.

4) **Application-Based Threats**

a) **Malware**—“It is a software which damages/disable software in user’s system or performs malicious actions without user’s knowledge.” [Malware, Wikipedia, 2017].

   e.g.: An attacker sends a malicious software into a user’s mobile device, it makes its way into the system, later upon attacker’s command the software might send undesired messages to the people in user’s contacts list, or it can retrieve user’s personal data, which can be misused by the attacker.

b) **Spyware**—“[It] gathers information about a person or organization without their knowledge, that may send such information to another entity with consumer’s consent, or that asserts control over a device without consumer’s knowledge. It is mostly used for the purpose of tracking and storing Internet user’s movements on the web,” e.g.: Internet Optimizer is one of the spyware attacks, where it hijacks error pages and redirects them to its own controlling server. When users follow a broken link or enter an erroneous URL, they see a page of advertisements. However, because password-protected Web sites (HTTP Basic authentication) use the same mechanism as HTTP errors, Internet Optimizer makes it impossible for the user to access password-protected sites. Later it downloads and runs itself on the user computer without their permission [Spyware, Wikipedia, 2016; Spyware, FTC, 2016].

c) **Vulnerable Applications**—Even a small flaw in an application might lead to the whole software getting hacked. Such vulnerabilities give the ability to the attacker to hack sensitive data, stop a service from functioning, etc., even a small bug might cause problems to the system. Regularly fixing and maintaining the systems helps preventing such things.
d) **Unlicensed and unmanaged applications**—Unauthorized applications can price a company in legal costs but whether or not applications are licensed, it needs to get updated regularly to repair vulnerabilities that might be used to attain unauthorized access/steal information.

### 3.2. Security Solutions in MCC

Some of the security solutions for the problems suggested by [Mollah et al., 2017] are:

#### Data Security Solutions

Data always invites security problems, some of them are specified in section 3.1 (in Data Security), now let us see how to securely store data to avoid problems:

1) **Distributed Multi-cloud Storage, Data Encryption and Data Compression**—The data is divided into segments, where each segment is encrypted and stored on multi-cloud storage. Even if an attacker tries to compromise one of the cloud storages, the other cloud storages would be safe (as the data is divided and stores on mutli-cloud) [Alqahtani et al., 2014].

2) **Secure Sharing, Scalable Watermarking, and Reed-Solomon Coding**—This technique consist of three parts: (i) Secure sharing, is used to upload multi-media data (in different segments) to multi-cloud storage(s); (ii) All these storages are authenticated using watermarking method, which authenticates data at content level. This method can be scaled up and down according to network bandwidth, battery, and display conditions (as it is scalable; (iii) Reed-solomon coding ensures safe transmission of data even in error-prone wireless network [Wang et al., 2014a].

3) **Block-based Sharing Scheme (BSS)**—It is a cryptographic method, which logically divides the data into blocks. Each block is encrypted and decrypted to reconstruct the data into its original form. This method not only provides better security by reducing the computations of intense security operations but also concentrates (mainly) on confidentiality and integrity of the data. This method is constructed based on another method called, remote data auditing [Khan et al., 2014a].

4) **Public Auditing Protocol**—It uses asymmetric group key and proxy re-signatures: (i) asymmetric group key, allows public and private key sharing among group members and create tags (for files); (ii) Proxy re-signatures, are used to update the tags when the group members change. This protocol provides user anonymity and integrity [Yu et al., 2014].

5) **Cipher-Text Policy Attribute Based Encryption (CP-ABE)**—This scheme provides access control in MCC environment and allows the mobile user to outsource computational processing to cloud from mobile device (reduced encryption and decryption operations), which helps to protect data from unauthorized access [Jin et al., 2015b]

6) **Secure Data Sharing in Clouds (SeDaSC)**—This method consists of three entities: user, cryptographic server, and cloud. (i) User provides data, list of group members, and access control list to cryptographic server. (ii) Upon receiving the data, cryptographic server encrypts the data using a symmetric key; which is divided into two keys: one for group members and the other for access control; (iii) The data (which is divided) is stored in the cloud (by cryptographic server). When a group member wants to download the data they
send the request (along with the symmetric key) to cryptographic server. After receiving the request, cryptographic server authenticates the member (to check whether the user is a valid member) and allows to decrypt, and download the data (stored in the cloud) [Ali et al., 2015].

Table 3. Comparisons of Data Security Solutions (cf. [Mollah et al., 2017]).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Works</th>
<th>Proposed Schemes</th>
<th>Security Features</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Alqahtani et al.</td>
<td>Distributed multi-cloud storage, data encryption and data compression</td>
<td>Confidentiality</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wang et al.</td>
<td>Secure sharing, scalable watermarking and reed-solomon coding</td>
<td>Authentication and Confidentiality</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Khan et al.</td>
<td>Block-based Sharing Scheme (BSS)</td>
<td>Confidentiality, Integrity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yu et al.</td>
<td>Public auditing protocol</td>
<td>Integrity, Identity privacy protection</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Offloading Security Solutions. Here are few solutions to overcome offloading challenge:

1) **Data Partitioning**—This concept helps the mobile users to offload the data to remote and trusted entity from being exposed. This concept has three steps: (i) Dividing the data into two parts: sensitive, and non-sensitive data; (ii) Offloading the non-sensitive part to remote entity and executing the sensitive part on mobile device; (iii) Combining the results of remote entity and mobile device at mobile device end to obtain the final result [Al-Mutawa et al., 2014]. There is another solution called adaptive application partitioning, which uses the same concept but this concept is divides application (instead of data) [Dhanya and Kousalya, 2015].

2) **TinMan**—This concept ensures confidentiality apart from secure offloading (of data). In this concept, sensitive data is separated from regular mobile application which is later offloaded, and stored at a node (trusted). This node is installed on VM in trusted cloud. SSL (Secure Socket Layer) and TCP protocols are used during the offloading process and accessing sensitive data for security purpose [Xia et al., 2015].
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Table 4. Comparisons of Offloading Security Solutions. (cf. [Mollah et al., 2017]).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Works</th>
<th>Proposed Schemes</th>
<th>Security Features</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Al-Mutawa and Mishra</td>
<td>Data Partitioning</td>
<td>Confidentiality</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dhanya and Kousalya</td>
<td>Adaptive Application Partitioning</td>
<td>Secure Application Offloading</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xia et al.</td>
<td>TinMan</td>
<td>Confidentiality</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Virtualization Security Solutions. To overcome the security problems related to virtualization, few frameworks have been proposed:

1) Secure Mobile Cloud Platform (SMOS)—It allows the users to securely clone the operating system and application to VM on cloud. Hardware virtualization technique allows isolation of data and application from operating system to ensure data security (on mobile device) and if the data needs higher security, file system extension is used (which helps the application to migrate to VM) [Hao et al., 2015].

2) Security Framework—This framework consists of two protocols: trusted VM launching protocol and domain based store data protection protocol. Trusted VM launching protocol is used before deploying guests VMs and domain based store data protection protocol is used to maintain confidentiality of the data (which is stored in remote storage by guest VMs) [Paladi et al., 2017].

Table 5. Comparisons of Virtualization Security Solutions (cf. [Mollah et al., 2017]).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Works</th>
<th>Proposed Schemes</th>
<th>Security Features</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hao et al.</td>
<td>Secure Mobile Cloud Platform (SMOC)</td>
<td>Confidentiality</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paladi et al</td>
<td>Security Framework</td>
<td>Confidentiality</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Mobile Cloud Application Security Solutions.

1) Secure Mobile Cloud (SMC)—It allows the components in a network to securely communicate with each other. It also ensures integrity to the applications (during installation, updating, etc.) in mobile devices [Popa et al., 2013].

2) Hybrid Attribute and Re-encryption Protocol—These protocols help in securing mobile cloud applications. These two protocols use attribute based encryption, group keying, and re-encryption techniques. Attribute based encryption, distributes key generation responsibilities between mobile device and trusted entity. Group keying, provides a secret
key for a group which is only used by the group people and re-encryption encrypts the stored cipher [Tysowski et al., 2013].

3) **Secure Elastic Mobile Application Model**—The main focus of this framework is secured authentication, communication, and migration within components of mobile device and cloud. The key components of this model are: device elasticity manager, cloud manager and application manager: (i) Device elastic manager locates application components and select a secure path for communication (within components). (ii) Cloud manager allocates resources and maintain information about the components (computation, bandwidth etc.). (iii) Application manager (in the cloud end) install and launch application components in different cloud nodes [Zhang et al., 2009a].

4) **Strict, Observable, Verifiable data and Execution (STOVE)**—This model helps in executing untrusted mobile application securely by isolating the applications from other mobile device applications and operating system. It does not allow unauthorized data or application access [Tan et al., 2014].

Table 6. Comparisons of Mobile Cloud Application Security Solutions (cf. [Mollah et al., 2017]).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>work</th>
<th>Proposed Scheme</th>
<th>Security Features</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Popa <em>et al</em></td>
<td>Secure Mobile Cloud (SMC)</td>
<td>Integrity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tysowski and Hasan</td>
<td>Hybrid Attribute and Re-encryption Protocol</td>
<td>Confidentiality</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zhang <em>et al</em></td>
<td>Secure Elastic Mobile Application Model</td>
<td>Authentication</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tan <em>et al</em></td>
<td>Strict, Observable, Verifiable data and Execution (STOVE)</td>
<td>Confidentiality</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Mobile Devices Security Solutions.** Security solutions for mobile device include solutions for physical threats, storage, malware, cloud-related etc.:

1) **Solutions for Physical Threats**—To avoid physical threats, application developers can add additional security (in application level). Where the users access sensitive data apart from that they can also make sure that the sensitive data is not stored in identity module card by the users (to avoid security problems). So, the question arises about the storage of data and that can be solved by cloud backup services so, even if the user loss his/her mobile device, they can still retrieve data from the backup service but these solutions does not resolve the problem of data misuse, to solve this Google has provided a special feature, which is, if the device is lost/stolen then the data inside the device can be cleared as well as it can be locked (remotely).
2) **Solutions for Malwares**—Malware attacks can be prevented by either cloud-based [Walls et al., 2015] or on-device security application [Imgraben et al., 2014] which detect and prevent mobile malware, control unauthorized access and protect privacy. Before preventing the malware, we need to detect, monitor, analyze and identify the malware, now let us see how these things help in preventing the malware:

a) **Detect**—There are two ways to detect the malware, they are: static and dynamic analysis, where static analysis identifies suspicious strings using unpacking and decompiling the application process and dynamic analysis identifies malicious activities by running and installing the application on a device or on an emulator.

b) **Monitor**—Monitoring techniques gather information like system calls, user activity, logs etc.

c) **Analyze**—After gathering information we need to analyze it to see if there is any malware present. Analysis can be done by using some techniques like self-organizing map, data flow and control flow graphs etc.

d) **Identify**—using intrusion detection system we can identify the malware and its type.

The above techniques are mostly processed at cloud side as they utilize a lot of resources (some parts are processed at mobile device as well).

3) **Mobile Device Storage Issue Solution**—Mobile device storage issue can be solved by using cloud services to store the data within the cloud and the security issue (of data) can also be solved by encrypting the data and securing the encryption key by using Trusted Platform Module (this parallel protects confidentiality and integrity of the data stored in the cloud apart from the privacy).

4) **Cloud-Based Solutions**—As specified in solutions for malware, malicious applications prevention techniques are not feasible to run on mobile devices due to resource limitation. So, they are offloaded to the cloud. The cloud based solutions are feasible to address mobile device issues like:

a) **Secloud**—It uses three components: mobile client agent, emulator, proxy server. The mobile client agent is an application that runs on mobile device, emulator acts as mobile device in the cloud through an image of VM of mobile devices, proxy servers makes mirror of mobile device network traffic. When the emulator detects security problems it informs the mobile client agent which either removes the infected files or informs the proxy server to close the network connection of the attacker [Zonouz et al., 2013].

b) **ThinAV**—It uses two components: mobile client application and ThinAV server, where the mobile client application allows application offloading to ThinAV server after the process of offloading, ThinAV server sends the application to the third-party malware scanning where the application is scanned for malware and the result is sent to the mobile client application, which removes the infected files [Jarabek et al., 2012].

c) **Light Weight Anti-Malware Engine**—It consist of three components: light weight agent, light weight anti-malware engine and in-cloud anti-malware engine. Here the
light weight agent and light weight anti-malware engine analyze and detect the malware. If the malware cannot detect at these steps, then in-cloud anti-malware engine detects it (to take necessary actions). Due to these three components, this anti-malware engine becomes more efficient and faster than other approaches [Alam et al., 2014].

4. PRIVACY IN MCC

This section starts with privacy problems in MCC where it is divided into Subsection privacy risks which is further divided into privacy vulnerabilities and privacy threats.

4.1. Privacy Problems in MCC

In MCC, personal information collected by cloud provider is equivalent to a gold mine, whose privacy has begun to deterioration and its long-term effects are yet to be seen. Cloud protects the data even if the device is lost or stolen i.e., the data stored in the cloud cannot be compromised easily, but there are still some privacy problems that occur due to the cloud [Chang et al., 2013]:

1) Cloud providers protect the data stored in the cloud. Users are not given control to store or protect their own data (in the cloud) due to which privacy related issues are in the hands of cloud providers.

2) What happens to the data if the data center is destroyed due to natural disasters?

3) Will the cloud provider provide strong encryption? If they do, will it be server-side or client-side?

Among these problem, the most serious problem occurs due to mobility that is, numerous applications are available, but are they safe? Do they collect private (important) information from the mobile devices to another party? Users are not aware of any of these problems and companies usually do not specify them to the users.

With the proliferation of mobile devices, the mobile cloud privacy problems will become more sophisticated and serious. Most of the problems occur due to ads but, it is not possible to cut down advertisements, as many free applications depend on advertisements and providing too much protection may change these free applications to fee-based applications. The possible solution is to give user more control, transparency, and choice. It is important that any personal data shared should have user’s consent, so that he/she can opt out of any data collecting program at any time [Chang et al., 2013].

Users are provisioned with application and services over mobile networks, which are designed in secured MCC platform. This provisioning helps mobile cloud to take advantage of benefits of Cloud Computing in monitoring, security detection, and malware prevention which does not mean that the application and services are out of malware danger, it only means that it is
difficult to manipulate service provider and their services. As the application and service reside in
the cloud there is no need of client terminal protection. Apart from this, some on-device protection
(like anti-virus, anti-malware, etc.) may still be considered an extra protection.

The following requirements of mobile and ubiquitous system satisfies user privacy
[Fahrmair et al., 2008]:

1) Protection against misuse
2) Identification of pirated datasets
3) Adjustment of law
4) Ease of use

These are some of the privacy problems suggested by [Mollah et al., 2017]:
User’s data are processed and shifted from mobile devices to cloud servers. These servers are
located at different places in the world which makes it difficult for the user to maintain the data,
thus cloud providers own, maintain, and protect mobile user’s data. This raises a lot of privacy
problems. It is important for the user to know about the location of data as law differ from country
to country.

Several unsafe mobile applications collect user’s personal information, which may be used
illegally. This violates user’s privacy.

The main feature of mobile application which differ from PC is context awareness (enabled
by the sensor) it helps the service provider to provide the requested service to the user. Some of
the location based services and applications increase privacy concerns, as many applications need
user’s location information to send back the requested service (like restaurants, coffee shop, etc.).

4.1.1. Privacy Threats

The current security concern in mobile cloud is threats to smartphone platforms which are
classified into three major categories [Chang et al., 2013]:

Physical Threats. Attackers usually access data or application from borrowed, lost or stolen
mobile devices. Although mobile devices are equipped with pin or password based lockout
capabilities, there are numerous ways to unlock the mobile device. The application installed on
mobile devices often provide direct and automated access to cloud services and data.

1) Challenge—When a device is lost or stolen, SIM card(s) is removed. The attacker tries to
unlock the phone by reinserting a malicious SIM, which opens the gate for the attacker to
access the data stored in the device.

2) Possible Solutions—When sensitive data is being accessed (using a software), there is a
need for the developer’s to add an extra layer of security at application level to avoid data
tampering. They should also make sure not to store any important data (on the SIM) in the
device. On cloud side, data should be encrypted for security. By taking the above
precautions it would get difficult for the attacker to retrieve the data, even if the device gets
lost or stolen. The user (who lost the device) can always recover his data from the cloud using backup service. Apart from these methods, more advanced techniques like eye recognition, etc., can be added as an extra layer of protection (second authentication method).

**Threats to Mobile Network Security.** Users gain access to phone services, internet services, etc., through 3G, 4G, Wi-Fi, and Bluetooth. All network types are prone to security problems but when compared to wired networks, wireless networks are prone to more attacks. Some of the wireless network attacks are: eavesdropping, phishing, man-in-the-middle, etc.

1) *Challenge*—Using malicious software, downloading data from unsafe network, etc., can compromise the network security, which opens the gate for the attackers to access sensitive data.

2) *Possible Solutions*—There are some measures to prevent unauthorized access:
   a) Educating the user about the right way of using the network.
   b) Using one time passwords, two-factor authentication etc.
   c) Giving controls to the user, to personalize configuration profile.
   d) Need to control and protect the flow of information between mobile device and cloud storage.

### 4.2. Privacy Solutions in MCC

These are some of privacy solution for the problems suggested by [Mollah et al., 2017]:

**Data Privacy.** An approach was proposed by Pasupuleti et al., which uses probabilistic public key encryption technique and ranked keyword searching algorithm [Cao et al., 2014] to preserve privacy. Probabilistic public key encryption, encrypts both data and index. The user makes use of an index for file collection before sending it to the cloud (for storing). To access the stored data, user produces trapdoor for keywords and sends it to the cloud. Cloud starts to search for list of matched entries and its encrypted relevance which is later sent back to the user using ranked sequence based on relevance score. After receiving the data, the user decrypts it to retrieve original data.

**Data Query Privacy.** There are two data query privacy preserving approaches:

1) *Privacy Assured Substructure Similarity Query* [Zhang et al., 2014b]—This data query consists of three algorithms: (i) secure index construction; (ii) Trapdoor generation; and (iii) Query processing. Secure index construction encrypts the data (to protect it), while the other two algorithms performs trapdoor generation and privacy assured calculations respectively.

2) *Data Query Privacy for Mobile Mashup* [Owens and Wang, 2013]—This data query consists of two mechanisms: (i) Server-side; and (ii) Mobile client side. In server side data privacy within communication, between mashup server, and mobile client side are protected by dynamically creating VMs as proxies. In mobile client side, data collection and aggregation
procedures are protected from eavesdroppers by migrating (live) application level VMs to cloud.

**Location Privacy.** Several efforts have been made to protect location privacy. K-anonymity [Sweeney 2002], caching aware dummy selection algorithm [Niu et al., 2015], LP-doctor, etc., are some of the models used to protect location privacy. Among these LP-doctor is the most popular model [Fawaz et al., 2015].

LP-doctor is a fine grained location access control tool used to prevent location privacy threats. It allows the user to utilize operating system based location access control without modifying application layer or operating system. LP-doctor is divided into several components:

1) *Application Session Manager*—Monitors launch and exit of application events to make location anonymous.
2) *Policy Manager*—It applies any one of the three actions: block, allow and protect, on an application specified by the user, this is called privacy policy (specially for currently visited place and launched application).
3) *Place Detector*—Monitor’s user’s current location.
4) *Mobility Manager*—It updates user’s location when the user changes his/her location.
5) *Threat Analyzer*—It decides whether the application is allowed to access the location or not. It depends on policy manager.
6) *Anonymization Actuator*—It depends on threat analyzer, when the threat analyzer decides to protect the location information, anonymization actuator take necessary action by adding a fake location to anonymize the location.

Table 7. Comparisons of Privacy Solutions. (cf. [Mollah et al., 2017]).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Works</th>
<th>Proposed Schemes</th>
<th>Security Features</th>
<th>Scalability</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pasupuleti et al.</td>
<td>Probabilistic Pubic key Encryption and Ranked keyword Searching Algorithm</td>
<td>Data Privacy</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zhang et al.</td>
<td>Privacy Assured Substructure Similarity Query (PASSQ)</td>
<td>Data Query Privacy</td>
<td>Moderate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Qwens and Wang</td>
<td>Data Query privacy Preserving for Mobile Mashups</td>
<td>Data Query Privacy</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fawaz et al.</td>
<td>LP-doctor</td>
<td>Location Privacy</td>
<td>Moderate</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
5. INTERTWINED SECURITY AND PRIVACY IN MCC

The common intertwined security and privacy issues in MCC are discussed in this section. Let us see how they both get compromised simultaneously due to these issues. A few examples follow.

**Whaling Attack.** The whaling attack [Rouse, 2014b] is a type of fraud that targets high-profile end users. The goal is to trick them into disclosing personal or corporate information through social engineering, email spoofing and content spoofing. This attack might start with an illegitimate email message encouraging a high-ranking company employee to visit a fake web page. If the attacked executive is fooled into thinking that the web page is legitimate, she visits the web page. In the second phase of the whaling attack the illegitimate web page might ask her for her login name and password. The completion of the second step of whaling attack by the employee results in stealing username and password. In the third phase, attacker uses stolen username and password to authenticate a legitimate web page (as an authorized user) to steal important information such as company’s security system details, client details, payroll, personal details (her account details, SSN), etc. [Giandomenico, 2017].

In this attack both security and privacy get compromised simultaneously. Security is compromised in all three phases. In the first phase, attacker uses social engineering to compromise security (only) by spoofing, by convincing the employee to access the fake web page. However, she should not be blamed. First, email was very believable and the fake web page precisely mimicked the original web page. Second, in an ideal world the outbound traffic would be controlled by an outbound access lists [Permitting or Denying Network Access, 2017] and the fake web page would not be on this list. In the second phase, it is compromised due to violation of confidentiality (as she provides her username and password). In the third phase, it is compromised due to passing authentication with the real username and password. Privacy is compromised in the third phase due to the violation of confidentiality (the information is stolen as the control of access via login and password is compromised).

**Man-in-the-Middle Attack.** It is an attack where an attacker actively monitors, captures, and controls communication between two parties (transparently to them) [Lahon, 2017]. Suppose that Alice and Bob communicate with each other through email and Mallory (the attacker) wants to intercept the conversation (to eavesdrop) and deliver a falsified message to Bob. In the first phase of this attack, Alice asks Bob for his public key (Step 1). The key sent by Bob to Alice is intercepted by Mallory (man-in-the-middle attack begins) (Step 2). Mallory forges the message (Step 3) and sends the forged message to Alice that purports to come from Bob, but instead includes Mallory’s public key (Step 4). In the second phase, Alice encrypts her message with Mallory’s public key (believing that this is Bob’s public key), and sends the enciphered message to Bob, e.g.: “Meet me at the coffee shop at 5 p.m.” (Step 5). Mallory intercepts this message and deciphers it using his private key. Then, Mallory alters the message sent by Alice to: “Meet me at the coffee shop at 6 p.m.” and enciphers it using Bob’s public key (Step 6). Mallory sends the
message to Bob (Step 7). Bob receives the message, believes that it came from Alice and comes to the coffee shop at 6 p.m. He misses Alice who came at 5 p.m. and left after waiting for him for 15 minutes.

Figure 19. Phases of Man-in-the-Middle Attack.

In this attack both security and privacy get compromised simultaneously. Security is compromised in two phases. In the first phase, attacker intercepts the conversation which compromises confidentiality, as the information is disclosed to the attacker; confidentiality is here a security aspect. In the second phase, it is compromised due to message falsification, which is an integrity breach (another aspect of security).
Privacy is compromised in the second phase by stealing information (about the meeting), which is a compromise of confidentiality; confidentiality is here a privacy aspect.

**Attacks on Location Service.** Users enable location services (such as GPS, GLONASS or Galileo) in their mobile devices for convenience. Attackers make use of GPS spoofing to steal the data; this attack attempts to deceive a GPS receiver by broadcasting incorrect GPS signals, structured to resemble a set of normal GPS signals, or by rebroadcasting genuine signals captured elsewhere or at a different time [Thomson, 2013].

Now let us see how an attacker tricks a ship captain into changing the correct ship’s course by using GPS spoofing. The ship navigation is based on GPS signals broadcast from orbiting satellites. In the first phase, the attacker uses his GPS spoofing device to transmit fake GPS signals towards the ship. The attacker increases the power of the spoofing signals until they are stronger than the satellite signals thus gaining control of the ship navigation system. Now the attacker tries to displays incorrect location information for the Capitan. This is stealthy, no alarms are triggered. In the second phase, the Capitan changes the ship course according to the navigation data (which is displayed incorrectly). Now the ship is on a new course, where its position is a few degrees off its original course, heading towards pirates’ speedboats.

In this way both security and privacy get compromised simultaneously. Security is compromised in two phases. In the first phase, security is compromised due to violation of authentication (non GPS signals taken as GPS signals). In the second phase, security is compromised due to violation of integrity (correct GPS data replaced with “false GPS” data) and violation of confidentiality (navigation system data is being accessed by the attacker, which gave him control to send incorrect signals to the Captain).

Privacy is compromised in the second phase, due to loss of confidentiality (as the control of access is compromised).

**Data Theft.** Pretexting [Social Engineering, Wikipedia, 2018] is a form of social engineering, which is defined as “The act of creating and using an invented scenario (the pretext) to engage a targeted victim in a manner that increases the chance [that] the victim will divulge information or perform actions that would be unlikely in ordinary circumstances [Faraz, 2014]. An elaborate lie, it most often involves some prior research or setup and the use of this information for impersonation (e.g., date of birth, Social Security number, last bill amount) to establish legitimacy in the mind of the target [Pretexting, FTC, 2018].”

Consider a scenario [Nadeem, 2015], where an attacker Mallory impersonates a bank manager Bob to an account holder Alice. In the first phase, Mallory tries to establish trust with Alice. To this end, Mallory uses some historical facts he gathered earlier. For example, he says “Hi, I am Bob Jones, the manager of Our Neighborhood Bank. I have met you last November, when you came in for a bank loan. Today I can offer you better interest rate on your savings.” In the second phase, Mallory (after gaining Alice’s trust) gathers Alice’s username, account number, SSN, etc., pretending that he needs this information for verification of Alice’s identity, to give her the better interest rate on her savings.
In this way both security and privacy are compromised simultaneously. Security is compromised in two phases. In the first phase, the attacker uses social engineering to compromise the security due to violation of authentication (by impersonation). In the second phase, security is compromised due to violation of confidentiality (as data is stolen by the attacker); confidentiality is here a security aspect.

Privacy is compromised in the second phase, due to violation of confidentiality (data is stolen); confidentiality is here a privacy aspect.
6. CONCLUSIONS OF MCC

Mobile applications are demanding and play an important role in today’s modern world. In this survey firstly we discussed Cloud Computing and Mobile Computing, which are integrated into Mobile Cloud Computing (MCC) technology. Mobile Cloud Computing aims to empower mobile users by providing a seamless functionality regardless of resource limitations of mobile devices.

Secondly, the survey presents an overview of Mobile Cloud Computing, which includes architecture and applications of Mobile Cloud Computing. It concentrates on security and privacy problems (threats) along with their related solutions, classifying these problems (threats) and solutions as either security-related, privacy-related, or intertwined (no solutions for the intertwined problems were identified in the literature).

This research field is still immature and not explored in depth. Many security and privacy problems are still under research. Overcoming these problems should fulfill the promise of MCC.
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